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, A. INTRODUCTION
On June 1 19·~, Lehigh .Universi ty commenced a preliminary in:-
vestigation of the mechanical behavior of chemically treated soils. ,This
investigation is under the sponsorship of the American Cyanamid Company and
is for the specific purpose of studying the effect of American Cyanamid
Stabilizer AM-955 on the mechanical properties of granular soils. The
qroad objectives of this study are two-fold,
In the first instance the study is intended to define the
conditions that control the mechanical behavior of granular soils when
treated with chemical stabilizing agents both in the pre~failure and the
failure state, The second objective of this study is to ascertainquan-
titative information in terms of definable concepts of soil behavior in
such form that within the range of this study, this information will be
of practical use in the solution of engineering problems.
1. SOIL STABILIZATION
f
Soil stabilization may be described as a process or series of
processes by which some or all of the properties of a particular soil are
1 d · d f f . 1 .. (1)a tere 1n or er to con orm to use or a part1cu ar eng1neer1ng purpose ,
The type of processes used to alter the soil are many and varied and in-
clude the following:
(1) . Densification: The processes of densification of soil are
mechanical pJ;ocesses in which the soil is altered in such a manner as to
increase its density andtheteby its strength and stability, These processes
are designed not only to improve the soil properties but to insure there-
tention of improvement over a period of time. The most elementary means of
this type of stabilization is the replacement of poor soils with the more
desirable soil material. Another more subtle type of replacement is to add
foreign soil materials to the natural soil to improve t~e grain size dis-
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tribution characteristics and thus increase the potential maximum density.
Most usually, the process of densificationis associated with the introduction
of external energy to compact the soil to the desired density state. This
mechanical energy may be applied in many ways, including blast, vibrations,
or repetitions of moving weights - such as rollers.
(2) Hydro.dynamic Stabilization: This type of stabilization uses the
hydrodynamic properties of the soil-water system in combination with ex-
ternalmechanical devices to improve the soil properties. Inmost cases,
the objective to be achieved is either the physical movement of soil water
or the change in the state of stress in the soil water. These objectives
are achieved by use of sump pumps) well-points, or by high-vacuum pumps.
(3) ElectricaIStabili2;ation: Electrical stabilization methods are
designed for the same purposes as hydrodynamic stabilization, and accomplishes
these purposes by tqe same basic phenomenon. This phenomenon is tqe estab-
lishment of a potential gradient in the soil. The difference lies in the
means of achieving the potential gradient. In this case the gradient is
due to changes in electrical potential.
(4) Thermodynamic Stabilization: Although it is physically possible
to move soil water by establishing a thermodynamic potential, this process
is hardly ever, if ever, used. T4e primary type of thermodynamic stabilization
in use is the creation of internal barriers in the soil by freezing the soil
water.
(5) Additives: The use of additives has come to mean .the alteration of
soil properties by the addition of cement or bitumen. In the broadest con-
ception of stabilization, concrete and asphalt mixes are nothing .more than
types of soil stabilization. These two materials are in such wide use that
their study has grown to a separate entity.. When cements or bituminous products
are added to the natural soil for, the-purpose of improving the soil pro-
perties, this is considered to be a means of soil stabilization, In re-
cent years lime has been used as an additive to soil to increase the cOllJ,:"
pactibility of the soil.
(6) Chemical.Stabilization: This type of stabilization has many
facets and is in itself a subject of much investigation and discussion.
Since this report is concerned with a particular type of chemical stabi-
lization, the general subject will be tre~tedseparately.
2. CHEMICAL SOIL STABILIZATION
The use of chemicals for soil stabilization offers one of the
potentially most fruitful sources of soil modification. While the other
methods of stabilization are in extensive successful use these methods
are limited in effectiveness. Basically all other methods of modifica,:"
tion rely on the improvement of the existing soil structure, and do not
alter the inherent nature of the soil. Chemical Stabilization, however,
is capable of altering the basis ~oil properties, as well as improving
the existing properties(2) , Thus chemical soil stabilization serves a
dual purpose
(1) Improvement of existing soil properties,
(2) Fundamental alteration of the existing soil chemistry to
produce a new soil.
Basically, the action of chemicals on soil can be separated
into three types. The first of these is the use of so-called "trace
chemicals", This type of action is one in which the chemical reacts with
the soil elements to form a new soil from a more desirable mineral, .An
example of such action is that of Ion. or Base exchange chemicals,
Small amounts of Lime, when added to a Sodium soil, will replace the
=3
Sodium Ions ,and produce a more stable soil. . Similar modifications have
been produced by the use of trace quantities of dispersing agents such as
sodium polyphosphate and calcium lignosulfonate. The second type of action
that chemicals can produce in .a soil is tha-t of an inert void filler . An
inert chemical that does nothing ~ore than fill the voids of a soil mass will
place mechilnical constraints on .the deformation of individual particles.
These constraints, in turn, will alter the phenomenological response of
the soil mass to mechanical forces 0 The use of silicates and chrome-
lignin is partially of this type of action. The third type of chemical
action is that of adhesion or cementation o The chemical forms a bonding
link imposing forces connecting soil particles. In terms of individual
I I· .
grains within a soil mass, these forces are external to the grain, and act
to hold grains together~ In terms of the entire soil mass, these forces
are internal r 7straints, strengthening·the ·entire -system•.-Chemicals---whose
primary action is of this type are: .Calcium Acrylate and American Cyanamid
_Stabilizer AM-955o Most chemicals of the later two types actin some de-
greebothas void fillers and as bonding agents.
The response of a chemically stabilized soil mass to imposed
external mechanical forces depends on the type of chemical action, and
on the geometrical configuration of the soil-chemical matrix.. Where the
chemicals are used to trace amounts to alter the physo-chemical nature of
the soil, the responses to mechanical action are those of the altered soil,
and are not directly related to the response of the chemical. When the
chemical forms an inert void filler, the response to imposed external
forces is basically that of the soil, but modified in accordance with the
geometric restraints imposed by the void filler . Types of chemical stabi-
lizationwhichimpose physical force restraints on the individual grains
exhibit a mechanical response that again is basically that of the soil,
-4
but this time is modified by the force restraints of the chemical. The
configuration of the soil-chemical matrix determines the mode of mechanical
action, for the latter tw6 types ofchewical stabilization. In an open
structured system where the grains are basically unconnected, the mechanical
action is that of the chemical, with the soil grains forming.a mass-point
system in a CheinicalMatrix (3). Close-structured systems, in which the
soil particles are in intimate contact behave, basically, as the particles
behave, modified only by the restraints established by the stabilizing
agents.
American Cyanamid Stabilizer NM-955 is an addition polymerizing
chemical which .when treated with a redox catalyst will form a geL The
action of this gel is two fold. In the first and most important instance,
the gel has a-reaction with the surface of granular soil grains, adhering
to the grains and binding separate grains. The adherence establishes
internal force restraints in the system, strengthening tqe entire soil-
chemical complex. The secondary action is that of filling the voids of
the granular soil mass, impos~ng geometric restraints on the entire system.
This report will cover the investigation of the mechanical be-
havior of granular soils when treated with AM-955, In particular, the
study treated in this report will cover that phase of the investigation
pertaining to behavior prior to any effects due to aging of the gel.
-5
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B. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF MATERIALS
It is one of the broad purposes of the physical sciences to investigate
those properties which, by ,custom and tradi.tion, have become known as the mechan-
ical properties of matter. Specifically, the study of the mechanical behavior
of a material may have one of three basic purposes(4).
(1) To investigate those properties of materials which are considered
to be of direct application ina given desired use of the material.
(2) To investigate certain properties which enable one to derive
information about other properties; these other properties being such that they
cannot be directly measured. The basic hypothesis of this purpose is that there
is a relationship between the observed and inferred properties;
(3) To establish relationships between the observed mechanical be-
havior and theoretically derived concepts about the behavior of the material.
These theoretically derived concepts are based on postulations of the internal
structure of the material. In total, the aim of this study is to establish
methods by which the internal structure can be i.nferred from mechanical tests
and visa versa.
An engineering investigation of this type has as its basic purpose
some combinations of the above three purposes. By investigating a particular
system, it satisfies some of the implied criteria of the direct application
purpose. Since some of the internal grain movements are not observable, the
measurement of other criteria such as external deformation, can lead to
postulations of internal deformations, the second purpose is in force. In
order to generalize this investigation, a theoretical concept must be establish-
ed, and thus the third purpose is partially fulfilled.
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Keeping .inmindthe above purposes~ the level at which experimental
observations and theoretical hypotheses are made, are of prime importance .
.Although all ~aterial behavior can .be traced to the behavior of the atomic or
sub:-atomicstructure this level of observation, although of interest, .is far
removed from the purpose of this investigation. This purpose is best served
by investigation on the phenomenological level~ in which the mechanical re-
sponse of homogeneous material bodies of finite dimensions are measured in
terms of deformation.
The measurements and concepts are those of Classical Mechanics, as
originally formulated by Galileo and Newton~ and measures the response of a
material body to the effects of force, time, and temperature, in terms of the
geometry of the material body .
.1. CONCEPTS OF MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
The mechanical behavior beinginvestigat;ed in this study are primarily
those of a material body in which the principal components ofcomportme~t are
force, deformation, and time.
,The internal reactive response of a material body to external boundary
conditions, or internal force systellls, either force or deformation, can ,be con-
sidered to be the stress. The streSs will act·at a point and will have components
which act across a surface of given orientation.
The internal deformation response of a material body to ,external
boundary conditions or internal force syst~ms can be represented by unit changes
in deformation .or strain. The strain will act ata point, and will have com-
ponents which act across a surface of given orientation.
Both the stress and strain are functions of ppsitionand time.
The mechanical behavior of a material body is defined by relationship
qetween the stress and the strain .which, in g;eneral ,can be represented in
equation. 1,
-8
dO
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(1)
where all the above quantities ar~ functions of space and time, and:
cr .. = Stress at a point
~J
e .. =Strain.at a point
~J
A.. ,B.. ,C.. = Constants~Jpq ~Jpq~Jpq .
The generalized stress-strain law as represented by equation (1)
is of immense mathematical complexity, and has never been operated upon in
its complete form, By reducing ,the relationship to simpler components, three
fundamental concepts of behavior have been evolved,
Th f . f h . h fl" ( 5) An 1 . b de ~rstot ese ~s t e concept oe as tl.C.~ ty '. e ast~c 0 y
is defined as one in which .thestress-strainresponse is instantaneously re-
versib1e. A linear elastic body assures linearity between stress and strain,
If the body is homogeneous and isotropic, the origina181 constant
( B ) r.educe to two, and the str.ess-strain 1.a.w reduces. to Hooke's Law.ijpq ,
?..,IJ. = Lame's cons tants
5·· = Kronecker delta~J
This expression can be represented in Figure 1,
(2)
(3)
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FIGURE 1.
LINEAR ELASTIC STRESS-STRAIN LAW
The largest number of rigorous solutions to the mechanical behavior
probleIll!~are .. found fQrthe linear elas.tic materials 0
The concept of Plasticity is derivable from the generalized stress-
strain law" .Plasticity is defined .as the independence of stress and strain(6).
a.. = A~J ij
This can .be represented graphically in.Figure 2.
(4)
,Strain (E ij )
FIGURE 2
GENERALIZED PLASTIC BODY
The two previous concepts of behavior excluded any time dependence.
=10
Viscous materials are those in ~hich,t4ere is a functional relationship between
the stress and the time-rate of strain.
1
O"ij = B ijpq (5)
If ,the term (Bl .. ) is a constant, then the material behaves as a
~Jpq
Newtonian Fluid.
, Stress
(O"ij)
Newtonian Fluid
General Viscous Body
, Strain Rate dE! j
'dt
FIGURE 3
VISCOUS BODY
Within a general range of properties, m9st engineering materials
can .be modeled after a combination of the three aforementioned properties.
As examples, the visco-elastic body is a combination of the linear elastic
body coupled with the viscous qodyo When time-dependent stress is related
to time-dependent strain, this is referred to as the Kelvin visco-elastic
material, while the Maxwell visco-elastic material is one in which the
strain-rate is related to the time-dependent stresso A Bingham body is a
visco-plastic body in which the vicsous behavior exhibits a yield point,
i.e. region of strain-independent stress.
Although these various properties are well defined mathematically,
the rigorous solution of problems involving various geometrical configur-
ations and various boundary conditions are. extremely complex, and except
for the relatively simple problems of linear elasticity, have never been
solved. The only attempts at solution have qeenmade successfully on .the
level of one-dimensional simplifications of these concepts 0
2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL BEHAVIOR MODELS
An approach to the problem of inelastic behavior is on a one-
dimensional model basis(7). This approach postulates the response of a
material on the basis of a mechanical model, whose elements represent the
various components of behavior.
The elastic component is represented by a spring, of constant.(~).
-11
P~---I\ \r-----i~P
FIGURE 4
SPRING UNIT
The relationships for this unit are:
x(t) =~ (t) P(t)
x (t) = ~(t) P (t) +~(t) ,~(t)
(6a)
(6b)
,P(t) = __l~
[a, (t)] 2
a, (t)x( t) - a,(t) x(t) (6c)
-12
where
x(t) =T:ime:-dependent displacement
P( t) = Time-dependent force
a, (t) = Time-dependent spring cons tant
= dP( t)
dt
(7)
The viscous elements are defined by a dash-pot of fluidity (~).
I ~ x
P . [E ~ P
0
FIGURE 5
DASH-POT UNIT
The relationships for this unit are:
•
= ~(t),P(t)x(t)
t
x( t) = r ~(t») P(t) dt
0
II (t) 1
'Z. (t)
x(t) = Time-d'ependent displacement
P(t) = Time-dependent force
~(t) = Time-dependent fluidity
'L.( t), = Time-dependent viscosity
(8a)
(8b)
(8c)
/
For convenience of notation, the following ratio is defined.
(9)
where (T) is referred to as either the relaxation time or the
retardation time, depending ,on the mpdel behavior being studied.
The third element represents the plastic behavior and is called
a .Cou1omb element. This unit depends on Co~lomb (static) friction for its
behavior
----->->- x
-13
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FIGURE 6
.COULOMB ELEMENT
) P
The relations that govern this element are coupled, depending .on
(P) or (x).
x = a
x(t) = P t
o
(P< Po)
(P~ Po)
(lOa)
(lab)
The Maxwell Model of visco-elasticity consists of a spring in
series, with a dash-poto
P
r CL(t)
x
~(t)
p
FIGURE 7
MAXWELL.VISCO~ELASTICMODEL
Since the total disPtacement is the sum of the displacement of each
unit, and the force in each unit must be equal; the equations governing the
Maxwell Model are, for the case of (ex,) and (l}) being time-independent:.
t
x(t) =aP(t) + l} ! pet) dt (lla)
o
~14
. pet) = Ae-t/-r; 4- 1. e.-tiT
ex,
x(t)et/-r dt (llb)
Based on equations (lla) and (llb) , several situations of behavior
can be solved.
(1) Constant Force (Pb):
x(t) = Po (ex, + lit) (12)
p:l--
~ ~>.....' t
x
t
FIGURE 8
MAXWELL ,MODEL UNDER CONSTANT FORCE (CREEP)
(2) ,Constant ·Deformation (xO>
,P( t) = x /
. 0 ex,
-the (13)
xX o1----------------------------
L-----:------------------------~t
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x fa.
o
P
FIGURE 9
MAXWELL .MODEL
UNDER .CONSTANT DEFORMATION (RELAXATION)
t
(3) ConEitartt Deformation Rate (x=.c)
P{x}.= £ tl - e-X/ cT ).~ (14)
:t__--'---
l ~ t
P
-1 .
.tan (1/a.)
.FIGURE 10
MAXWELL .MODEL
UNDER .. CONSTANT DEFORMATION .RATE
c
2
~ cl
x
If the spring and dash-poteleme'li}ts are coupled in parallel, the
model constituted is the Kelvin model of behavior.
P
.. 0.( t)
P
.FIGURE 11
KELVIN MODEL
OF VISCO-ELASTIC BEHAVIOR
The basic equations of behavior of the Kelvin Model for constant
material properties «1,), (0) consider that the force is the sum of the forces
in each element, while the displacements of each element are equal.
-16
P(t) =1 x(t) + 1 x(t)
0.0
t
x(t) = Ae-t/~ + 0e-t/~ ;r P(t)et/~ dt
o
(lSa)
(lSb)
Based on equations (lSa) and (lSb) several situations of behavior
of the Kelvin model can be formulated.
(16)
Pot--------------r
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FIGURE 12
KELVIN MODEL
UNDEl{CONSTA:NTFQRCE (CREEP)
~.
(2) , C;:onstant<Deformat:l..on(xo)
-P= . ~o.
ex.
x
(17)
Xo 1-----------------------------
t
P
~----------------------------t
FIGURE 13
KELVIN MODEL
UNDER CONSTANT DEFORMATION (RELAXATION)
-(3) Constant Deformation.Rate (x = c)
P(t) =! x(t) + &
c:,Q (18)
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:t·_--
- -t
P
c >c2>c3 . 1
~----------------------------;-t
FIGURE 14
KELVIN MODEL
UNDER CONSTANT DEFORMATION RATE
By coupling Kelvin and Maxwell units in parallel and/or series and
introducing .acoulomb model, the behavior can be increased in complexity. If,
in addition, the material properties were permitted to vary, almost any given
behavioral situation could be fitted to a model.
3. FAILURE THEORIES
Theories of mechanical behavior as previously described, seldom
consider the causes of failure. These theories can be called pre-failure
theories .. Analysis of engineering structures requires a knowledge of con-
ditions and criteria .for failure, as a means of establishing design limitation.
This knowledge is doubly important in the field of Soil Mechanics, since many
~." .-.
structures are on the verge of failure at.all times.
Failure theories are basically phenomenolog;cal in nature and deal
primarily with condi.tions of -rerc€-and di-spla-e-ement which will cause fail\lre.
In recent years an attempt has been .made to explain failure on the highly
fundamenta11eve1, of atomic dis10cations(8). The theories considered in
this study will be the so-called classical theories(~).
(1) Maximum Stress Theory: This theory states that irrespective of
the other principal stresses ona body, ~he maximum principal stress determines
the failure.
(2) Maximum Elastic Strain Thepry: This theory, c~editedto de
St. ,Venant, states that the maximum positive elastic stretch ofa material
determines the ·fai1urecriteria. By this criteria, positive strains control
conditions in compression. This is certainly not true of soils which do not
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exhibit significant positive strains,.but exhibit .definitecompressive strains.
(3) Theory of· Constant ·E1astic ,:StrainEnergy Of Distortion: ,This
theory presumes that failure is .causedby the energy. required to produce dis-
(19)
, al' a2' a3 = Principal stresses
ao = Limiting stress ,condition
This theory requires a knowledge of a limiting stress. In metals,
where a yei1d point is known, ,it is quite valuable.
(4) Maximum Shearing Stress Theory: This theor:r states that
failure will depend only on the maximum shearing stress th~t can be attained
at a pointandacro~s a given surface.
2 (20)
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~max = Maximum shearing .stress
01 ,°2 := Principal stresses
While this theory is not applicable to soils, it, . like the
previous theories, leads to the gepera1 tpeory of failure that is most
applicable to soils.
(5) Mohr IS Theory Of·Strength: Mohr's theory states that a
material body under stress or deformation may fail either through plastic
slip or by fracture when either the shearing stress across a particular
surface has increased to a limiting Na1ue, or when the largest tensile
stress has reached a limiting .va1ue,depending .on tl:1e material properties.
Accotding .to this concept,the failure conditions are critical, based on
two criteria; the shearing stress and the maximum pri~cipa1 stress ..Mohr
defined this by a graphical construction for the stress across any arbi-
trary surface. Over a full range of pri11cipa1 stresses, there will be
a family of circles of maximum shear stresses. Thus the general Mohr
Criteria can be stated •
. . "Over the fu11.range of principal stresses the normal and
shearing stresses across the failure surface are defined by the
limiting c~rve T =f(o) which is the tangent envelope of all the
largest principal stress .circ1es."
This condition can be defined graphically in Figure 15
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Failure
------ envelope
~---
CJ
(compression)
.FIGURE 15
MOHR FAILURE CRITERIA
Coulomb postulated a failure condition for granular soils that
is in effect a special case of the Mohrcriteriao This theory is predicated
on the postulation that the shearing stre~s across any surface is limited
by the friction forces caused by the normal pressure across this surface
when slip startso
. 8 ~ a taneJ
.8 = Maximum ~hearing stress across the failure surface
a = Normal stress across the failure surface
eJ = Angle of internal friction of soil particles
(21)
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T
FIGURE 16
COULOMB FAILURE CRITERIA
(J (compression)
Combining the principles of the Mohr and Coulomb ,criteria for
general soil conditions in which internal tensile forces exist,experimental
investigations have shown that the failure envelope is linear.
S ~ c + (J tan ~
,S=Maximum shearing stress across the failure surface
(22)
c = Internal tensile forces across failure surface ~cohesion)
(J Normal stress across the failure surface
~ = Angle of internal .friction of soil particles.
=23
(J
(compression)
.FIGURE 17
MOHR...,. COULOMB FAILURE CRITERIA FOR SOILS
4.. MECHANICS OF GRANULAR. SOILS
Soil materials can be generally divided into two types of materials;
the gr~nu1ar soils and the clay-soils.
The clay-soils are at the present time not fundamentally understood.
There is, at present, no definition of controlling conditions that can'be
truly called fundamental, and from which all other properties can be derived.
Thus it was decided to exclude the study of clay-soils from this study.
. (10)The granular s011s have been defined as follows .
"A granular soil is an aggregation of grains of inorganic mineral materials
of such size that no surface activity is measurable when the soil mass is
free of force systems, other than inertia, and is of such chemical and
minera10gicalconsti.tution that no'i.nteraction'between grains is measurable."
The above definition adequately defines the granular soils and permits
the establishment of fundamental criteria controlling the general behavior of
these soils .. Well documented resedrch into the behavior of granular soils
has proven that the mechanical properties of these materials are completely
(11)
governed by the following :
(1) Mean Grain Size Of The Granular Mass In Question: This size is
a measure of the fineness or coarseness qf therriass and for this study is
defined as that size for which 50% by weight of all sizes is finer. Symboli-
cally, this size is referred to as D50 and is expressed in millimeters.
(2) Average Grain Shape Of GFanularSoil Mass: The average grain
shape is broken .down into four classifications which establish broad limits
of angularity. These are: angular, subangular, subround, and round. These
limits can be defined on a statistical quantitative basis, but usually are
based ona visual qualitative analysis. The shape of the grain is a measure
of the ability to pack, and the amount of surface contact available between
grains. The coupling .of these two measures results in the criteria that the
higher the degree of angularity the lower the achievable density and the
lower the maximum strength(12) .
(3) Variation Of Grain .SizeOfA Granular Mass: The size dis-
tribution of amass of granular soil is best represented by the cumulative
distribution of sizes. In order to fully interpret this distribution in
terms of behavior, the usual statistical measures of central tendency are
required. The mean size was discussed in (1) above. The deviation of
sizes about the mean is also important .. Since soils have finite size
variations, the deviation can be expressed in .terms of the range of sizes
present ina given distribution. The ability to pack is a function of the
variation of grain size. .A uniformly sorted soil will have the least po-
tential maximum density, and strength, while a soil with a continuous
assortment of all sizes will potentially have the highest possible density
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and strength. All granular soils will fall somewhere within the above range.
(4),. Shape Of Grain Size Distribution Curve: The shape of the siZie
distribution function is a measure of the relative frequencies of various
sizes within a given distribution. Thesh&pe of the curve is a further
measure of the central tendency of the distribution, .and is measured by the
skewness 'of the mode size with respect to the mean size.. The maximum at=
tainab1e density and similarly, the maximum obtainable strength, are direct-
1y related to the shape of the grain size distribution curve.
While the above four variables will, .ingenera1, control all
granular soil behavior, the range of behavior fora given distribution and
. . (13).particle shape is defined by the relative density of the g~ven granular so~l
,Relative Density is defined as follows:
"The relative density of a given granular soil is the particular
dry de~sity state of a soil as referred to the 1boses,t and densest
dry densities attainable in the laboratory."
This definition is formulated as follows:
D= 1/0L l/O'i
.R 1I'~''t - l/"(D (100) (23)
. DR = Relative density (%).
~L'= Loosest dry laboratory density.
((D = Densest dry laboratory density.
~i = Intermediate dry density .
. Any given granular soil has finite and definite upper and lower
limits of density~ All the behavior of that soil, in its natural condition,
can be prescribed within these limits as a function of the relative density.
The deformation response of a granular soil to external boundary
tractions or displacements ,can be broken down into two basic modes of action.
The first and most important mode of behavior is a macroscopic grain slip,
without ,any grain deformation. ,This slip is a non-recoverable rigid body
movement caused by an unbalance of the external forces on given grains. The
second mode of action occurs subsequent to the rigid body motion of the
grains and constitutes a deformation of the given grains. This deformation
has an elastic recoverable portion and an inelastic non-recoverable part .
. The slip phenomenon is frictional, and is controlled by the configuration
of the grain contacts as relfected by the relative density, and the amount
of contact as indicated by the grain shape, and the distribution of grain
sizes. The general character of the deformation .mechanism is indicated by
the volume change that takes place during compression, as well as the .stress-
strainrelations(14).
In the loose state the stress-strain and volume change relations
are shown in Figure 18.
a(a) ,STRESS-STRAIN.RELATIONS
+~V (Expansion)
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Strain controlled test
€
a
-~v (Contraction)
(b) ,VOLUME .CHANGE RELATIONS
FIGURE 18
STRESS-STRAIN-VOLUMECHANGERELATIONS
FOR LOOSE GRANULAR SOILS
Wi than increase in strain, .the intergranular friction is increased
until the frictional strength is overcome and the grains begin to slip.
Grain movements in the loose state must densify the soil mass and cause a
volume decrease. The structural reorientation of particles continues
until a stable system is established. Subsequent deformation will thus
tend todensify or increase the volume. Failure occurs when the soil grains
are so interlocked that mass units of many grains move as an integral unit.
-~8
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a
Strain controlled test
E
(a). STRES$-STRAIN.RELATIONS
+QV (Expansion)
I-===-------'--------!-----------..,~a
-QV (Contraction)
(b) VOLUME CHANGE·RELATIONS
FIGURE 19
STRESS-STRAIN-VOLUME CHANGE.RELATIONS
FOR DENSE .GRANULAR.SOILS
With an increase in external deformation, .the soil grains in their
densest; condition are so constrained that all slips will have the effect of in-
creasi~g the volume, or loosening the systemo This prqcess continues until a
stable structure is established, so that further deformation,s will require the
movement of systems of inter1qcked grainso This is represented by the point
(0'£). Subsequent ·deformations will change the character from macroscopic slip
to phenomenological slip, and the effect of overcoming the mass frictional re-
sis.tance will be that of an apparent stress drop-off.
The character of the shearing phenomenon for granular soils in
both the toose and the dense stares,isidentical in nature, both showing a
drop-off effecto The difference although significant, is in the degree of
stress drop-off.
Thefai1ur~ criteria for granular so~l follows th~ Coulomb hypothesis
as previously statedo In ter~s of the relative density, the relationship be-
tween the shearing strength at failure, as expressed by the angle of internal
friction, and the reiative density, is a linear one. This relation is ex-
pressed as follows:
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~ = ~ng1e of internal friction
~o =~gleof internal frictionatO%.DR
-----"
(24)
(a I = Rate of change of angle of internal friction with respect
. .. . ;
to the relative density
DR = Relative density (%)
c.. STATISTICAL THEORIES
A necessity -to-any--experimental program is the statistical design
of the experiments ~ndthestatisticalanalysis of the test results. ,In all
experimental work,no matter how closely designed or controlled, the obtained
results will always vary from th~ expected. Although this variation from the
expected is due to physical causes, these causes cannot always be controlled.
What can be done, however, is to lump the causes of variation into.arandom
t .
variation which will follow the laws of probability. Thus the ,experimental
results will be accompanied ,by, a probability statement -which will express the
(15)
. degree of .confidenc~ in inferences arising ,out·of the experimental resuTts .
Thus, the role of statistics in ,research will be as follows:
(1) The presentation and summary of data in its mostsignificatlt
form.
(2) The estimation of the total (population) behavior based on .in-
ferences drawn.from a limited sa~ple of data.
(3) The testing .of statistical hypotheses of behavior.
(4) The determination of the accuracy of estimates of population
behavior.
(5) The study of variation of experimental data.
(6) The design of experiments in a manner designed to reach the
optimum conclusions with a minimum of experimentation.
Experimental .designby statistical methods are the basis for
all 'test procedures .. These designs must precede the testing program and will
set the program. In the first instance the design will set the number of
replications of each event to be tested, and will also ,set the mathematical
hypothesis by which the data will be analized. The .final step in the qesign
will.set theconslusions that can be drawn and the realm of validity of the
~3l
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data.
Although a statistical hypothesis is a necessity in any experimental
program, its usefulness is sometimes limited. The most ,efficient use of
statistical methods occurs when the phenomenon ,being studied is well established
and the purpose of the experimentation is to ,determine stationary response,
either maximum or minimum. Under these conditions, such techniques as analysis
of variance, sequential analysis, and factorial design are useful tools to most
efficiently design and analyze the experiment,
When the purpose of the experimental program is to define behavior
over an extended .area, the probilem is statistically undefined, In this .cir-
cumstance, the above methods are of little value, and can even be misleading
.and wasteful. The best use of statistical methods under these conditions is
to define the trend of behavior by use of limited amounts of data combined
with regression analysis. ,Such analysis will define the phenomenon experi-
mentally, and establish probability limits for the variations of experimental
replication, and service response .
. L REGRESSIONANALYSIS
Regression analysis is a statistical method for defining ,the mean
behavior of a functional relationship between two variables.
The ~xistence of a functional relationship may be a predetermined
relation based on theoretical considerations or may be determined by empiricism
in. the experimental program,
The establishment of the proper functional relationship depends
on the statistical hypothesis. ,Any relationship can be assumed, and .the test
data fitted ,to this relation in a manner of maximum likelihood .• This fit is
then tested to the functional hypothesis, to ascertain its correctness. One,
of the most ,common methods of ,curve fitting ,is the use of the method of least
squares. This method determines the properly fitted curves by minimizing ,the
sum of the squares of the deviations from the postulated curve. This process
of curve fitting ,is called .''RElgressionAnalysis''.
This study will be predominately concerned with linear regression,
,or the fitting ,of a straight line tb the data. For a given system of data
in which the quantity (Y) is measured with respect to the independent vari-
able (X), the following assumptions are inherent in the analysis.
(1) The values of (X) are regarded as fixed constants measured
.wi thou t .error.
(2) For any value of (X), each corresponding value of (Y).is as-
sumed to bean independent event, taken from a normal distribution whose
mean is on the regression line.
(3) The variance of the (Y) quantities associated with a particular
(X) is the same for all values of (X).
These assumptions are as shown in Figure 20.
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FIGURE 20
LINEAR REGRESSiON
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Y = a+bX
x
The linear regression problem may be formulated as follows:
a. = Y - bX
n
LXiYi.- nXY
b = i .=1
n 2 -2~X . .,.. nXL.- 1
i=l
n
·X.~= 1 LXi
.n i=l
'.-"'.:
1 nY = ~-= Yin i=l
(25a)
(25b)
(25c)
(25d)
(25e)
,Xi = X coordinate of data point
Yi = Ycoordinate of data point
_x = Sample mean of X valuesi
Y = Sample -mean _of Yi values
n = Sample size
1\
coordinate of line for value of XY = Y regression a given
S 2 = Sample variance of estimate
_E
S = Sample -standard deviation .ofestimate
_.E
The test of whether a straight line is the best fit for the data may
be performed in two ways. The first method is to fit the data to a higher de-
gree ofa curve than unity, and then note the value of the higher order terms.
The second and more preferable method, .is to determine the .correlation coef-
ficient. The correlation coefficient is a measure of the linearity of the
regression line.. An absolute linear relation,shipwillhave a correlation
coefficient of unity. A value of zero indicates that the data is incapable
prediction.
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n
~.X.Y. - nx YL.-.. 1 1
i=l
r .. = ';;;""7=:::========:=:::==========
[i:=- X. 2 - n x2J[~Y. 2_ n 'Y2Ji=l 1 i=l 1
r = correlation coefficient
2, .STATISTICAL.SIGNIFICANCE
(26)
The true object of experimental observations is to establish con-
fidence limits for predictions for the population of the phenomenon, based
ona limited number of experimental observations. In order to accomplish
this aim, the experimantal data are fitted to a postulated distribution
function. Three such distribution functions commonly used are the Chi-
Squared (~) distribution, the Students-t distribution, and the Normal
distribution,
Mathematically the)(2 distriq~tion can be expressed as a relation
between twevariables
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e
,
(cl)
'2x·
f(X) = -.....--:----...,..-
( JJ.-l)\ 2 1J./22 •
.x>'O (27)
IJ. = Number of degrees of freedom of the distribution .
.This distribution is useful in determining , for small samples, the
distribution function for (SE 2) , and thereby determining ,the confidence limits
for the population variance (OE2). In order .to d9 this,the following ,basic
theorem is followed(l6) .
.. "If x is normally distributed wi th variance '02 and ~2 is
variance based on a ran~~ sample of size n, then ns'2/a2
distribution wi thn-ldegrees of freedom. I.
thesam~le
has a X:
Thus the confidence limits of (02) are defined as follows:
<
< nS~
"X. 2
1
(28)
Sample variance of .the regression line
n = Sample size
2
SE
0E2 = Population variance of the regression line
)( 2 = Value of theX2 distributionfunctionat the
i prescribed confidence level
If a sample is extracted from a normal population, but the sample
size is small (usually prescribed as n<31) , thentheStudents-t distribution
is a good approximation. This distribution function is defined as follows:
f(x) ,= ~/2(IJ.-ID! '
, ~~/2(1J.-2~!,
1
-.c::<:l <. X < OQ (29)
~ = Number of degrees of freedom of the distribution
.Under the .circumstances of small samples, this distribution is
useful iri determining .the confidence limits of the population mean based
on a sample mean and sample variance , based on th,e fqllowing theorem.
~If Y is normally distributed with mean.m and variance oZ, and
Y and sZ are the sample mean and varia~ces based on a random
sample of size 11" then (Y-m)1in=I has a tdistribution with 11,-1
degrees of freedom." S
Thus the confidence limits of (IIi) are defined as follows:
Y t z
,SE
<,:m < Y+ t l
·SE
(30)-
vn=T -vn::l
11, =SaIllplesize
SE = Sample standard qeviationof the regression line
Y=Sample mean of the regression line
m = Population variance of theregression.line
ti= Value of the t distributionfunctiort at the
prescribed confidence level
If the number of degrees of freedom of a t-distribution approaches
,
infinity, .the distribution function approaches a normal distribution.
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f(x) 1
2-
x-m
e - 1/2 (""T)
-OO<.x<oo (31)
o = Standard deviation
.m= Mean
Thus for large samples, the normal .distribution is used and the
regression line of the .samplerepresents the regression line of the population,
and thestandarddeviationo·fthe regression line of thesamplerepresen,ts the
[
standard deviation of the population regression.
f
I
The previous discussion tacitly made an.Jlteration in the
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establishment
of confidence limits, which requires justification. The previously described
tests are based on single variable observations of the mean and the variance.
There is no specified.control based on fuctional relationsllips between two
variables. The regression hypothesis and the existence of the (SE 2), the sample
variance of the estimate of a regression line,.has as a .major assumption that
the values of (X) in Figure 20 are fixed and without error ..Thus for any
value of (X) all the values of (Y) can be grouped along the line X = constant ,
and thus the tests described above become valid.
'-,
.D. RESEARCHPROGRAM
The research program for this investigation waS partly quantitative
and partially qualitative. The quantitative portion of the study was designed
to develop basic failure criteria and st~ength theories for chemically treated
soils, as well as quantitative information on the strength of granular soils
s tabilizedwith AM-955" The,.q'tiali. tati:J~,,:~,tygy,wasdesigned to 'ascertain con-
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trolHng"'mechani!:!ms foi~hemicaTly'stabi'lized" granular soils.
1. ,EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The design of the experimental program,was based on a qualitative
theoretical hypothesis and a statistical hypothesis.
The theoretical hypothesis concerns the postulated behavior of the
chemically treated granular soil, the phenomenon to be studied, and the
d d f h .. d 1 (17).epen ency 0 t e ant1c1pate resu ts
is as follows:
A general theoretical hypothesis
"The mechanical response of granular soils, when treated with
stabilized AM-955 , will be dependent on the soil parameters such
as mean grain size, grain shape, range of grain sizes, shape of
grain size distribution, and relative density of the soil .. The
response will also be dependent on the following chemical para-
meters: concentration, age, and thermodynamic conditions of tem-
perature, and relative humidity. In addition, the system will
behave according to the distribution of polymerized chemical
within the soil mass."
Specifically, the theoreti~al hypothesis for this investigation
is included in the following statements.
(1) A significant functional dependency exists between the relative
density and the shearing strength of a given stabilized granular soil.
(2) A significant functional dependency exists between the shear p
ing strength and the mean grain size for stabilized granular soils.
(3) A significant fun~tional dependency exists between the s~earing
strength and the range of grain sizes for stabilized granular soils.
(4) The failure criteria for the stabilized granular soil follows
the Mohr-Coulomb criteria.
(5) An equation of state -exists for the mechanical qehavior of
stabil.ized granular soils,.
(6) A one-dimensional model can be formulated fQr relaxation by
a .combination .of.Kelvin and Maxwell visco-elastic models 0
(7) The mechanical response of stabilized granular soil is not
dependent on strain rate.
The statistical hypothesis .concerns the assumptions of randomness,
the consequences of rand9mness, and proscribes the method of analysis re-
quired to establish predictable confide~ce limits.
The general statistical hypothesis states:
"The mechanical response of granular soils when
treated with stabilizerAM-955 and determined ex-
perimentally .comes from ,a Gausian population of
behavior in which each experiment is an independent
event."
Specifically, this hypothesis can be broken down into the following
statements:
(1) The mean functional relation between the shearing strength and
the relative density .can be. de.t:e~¢i.nedby a least squares prqcedure in which
the fitted polynomial is cif degree less than or equal to, ,three.
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(2) The confidence limits on the population variance of the re-
gression of shearing strength on relative density is based on a 112 test, for
sample size less than 31, and on a normal distribution for sample size greater
than 31.
(3) The confidence limits on the population of the regression of
shearing strength on relative density is ba~ed on a t-distribution test for
sample size less than 31, and on a normal distribution for sample size greater
than 31.
In order to accomplish significant tests of the hypotheses stated
above, the varieties involved in this study were:
(1) Mean grain size.
(2) Range of grain size o
(3) Relative density of the soil.
The following other variables were held constant for this study:
(1) Grain sh!ipe held to subrounded.'·
(2) Shape ot: grain size die-t:ribution curve. held"to sYmme,trical
or,S-shaped.
(3) Concentration of moqomer held to 7% by weight.
(4) Thermodynamic conditiuns held to room temperature and
humidity in Fritz Laboratory. The averag~ temperature was 75°F, with an
.~.,y,,:.- .'
~,verage relative humidity of 52i....
(5) Moisture (gel) concentration on a dry weight basis held at
94% saturation in the loose state, and 100% saturation in tl,le. dense state.
~4l
(6) Age of sample held to initial stage of formation.
",".-
The experimental program outlined.above was carried on by the
authors of this report in the Soil Mechanics Laboratory of Lehigh University.
2. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The soils obtained from local suppliers for testing purposes were
a mixture of two river depositmateri~ls, composed mostly of silicates.
The soil variables in this investigation were selected as being
,representative of a wide range of granular soils found in nature. The
natural soils obtained were hand-sieved and combined in the manner shown in
Table 1 and Figure 21.
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FIGURE 21
GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SOILS
TABLE 1
GRAIN-SIZE·DISTRIBUTION
OF SELECTED SOIL SAMPLES
( "'0)Sieve Proportion 'e
..Sieve Number
Sample IF4 IF8 1116 Ift30 .IF50 InOo 1f200
A 25 50 25
B 25 50 25
C 25 50 25
.D 5 90 5
.E 5 10 23 24 23 10 5
The ~oi1 .descriptions were in accordance with the Burmister
(11)
Identification System . The geometric mean grain size is shown on
Figure 21.
The soils used in this study were relatively clean and sterile. ,A
minerological analysis was performed by members of the Geology Department of
Lehigh University. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2
MINERAL.ANALYSISOF SOIL
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Mineral
Quartz
Plagioclase
Microcline
% By Volume
54
33
3
Chlorite 4 i
/i
Augite 2/,'
Heavy Minerals* 4
100
*HornQlende, Magnetite, Ilmenite, Garnet, Biotite, Dolomite, etc .. ,
It should be noted that while these materials were granular in nature,
they contained trace quantities of the illite clay minerals; chlorite, and
bioti te .
.A miscroscopic an~lysis was also performed and this indicated that
the particle shape was subrounded.
Microphotographs of the dry soil are presented .in Figure 22.
The basic density andgradingproperites of the test soils are
presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
GRADING AND DENSITY PROPERTIES
Maximum Min~mum DSO Specific
Soil Dry Density Dry.Density CR (rom) Gravity(pcf) (pcf)
A 109.0 9100 1. 53 0082 2.68
B 110.5 91.0 1.53 0.41 2.68
C 112.0 9100 1. 53 0.21 2.68
D 10300 86.0 0.59 0.41 2.68
E 120.0 100.0 2.85 0.41 2.68
Based on the results of several other investigators(12)(18)(19) ,
the range of behavior for the angle of internal friction-relative density
relations is presented in ,Figure 23.
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SOIL A
SOIL C
SOIL B
SOIL D
SOIL E SCALE (1 "=2.27 nun)
FIGURE 22
MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS OF :D~Y"SOIL_,
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ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION-
RElATIVE DENSITY RELATIONS
The chemical stabilizer used in this study is a product of
American Cyanamid Company, and is commercially known as AM-955.AM-955 is
a mixture of two acrylonitrile derivat~ves, these being ,95%acrylamide and
5% N,N ' -methylenebisacrylamide(20), This mixture, when dissolved in water
in small concentrations andt~eated with a redox catalyst polymerizes to
convert :the whole solution into a
+ CH2
'\
NHC-CH-
II
o
1RedoxCatalyst
o
II
CH2 ·=CHC\
NH2
/
continuous
o
II
NH.C-CH = CH
2
rigid, water-insensitive gel.
(32)
Highly Cro~s-linked Polymer gel
Acrylamide is a reactive vinyl monomer of theoretical molecular
weight 71;08, and apparent density 1,122 gm/cco at 30oC.(2l).
\
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N,N'~methylenebisacrylamideis a reactive, bifunctional monomer
which undergoes reactions which are typical of vinyl or amide groups. Its
theoretical molecular weight is 154.17, and its apparent density is 1.235
o (22).gm/cc. at 30 C
The redox catalyst system may be a combination of many chemicals.
In this study, the catalyst system consisted of equal quantities of ammonium
persulfate as a reducing agent, and sodium thiosulfate as an oxidizing agent.
AM-955 in monomer form, is a colorless liquid which has a specific
gravity of 1.005 gm/cc. The viscosity of the monomer is practically identical
with water. In this state it was observed to have a small amount of white
precipitate.
The gelation time of AM-955 depends on the quantity of catalyst system
present. For 0.7% of each component of the system, and distilled water, the gela-
tion~.tfme·"i.:lt's-appr·o~imatelyten minuteS"'.. The speciIic g.ravity of the,.gel was l.O.'3..Q~'o.. t
3. TEST PROCEDURE
In this project, specific procedures in the molding and testing of
specimens were adopted. This was ordered with the view that by such actions
the unknown factors or variables which would affect the strength of the
specimens would be either eliminated or at least held constant.
The factors that needed consideration were as follows:
(1) Method of preparing solution.
(2) Method of molding specimen at different relative densities.
(3) Cutting and Weighing specimens.
(4) Mechanical testing procedures.
(5) Time factors for each of the above mentioned.
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1. Solution
In this study, the stabilizing gel was formed from a solution which
contained 7% by weight, of the dry chemical, AM-955. Further, considering the
gel time, the solution contained 0.7% by weight, of an activator (Sodium
Thiosulfate) and a catalyst (4mmonium Persulfate). This combination of chemicals
allowed approximately ten minutes to prepare the sample before the formation of
gel. It was also found that impurities in tap water affected the gel time.
I
Therefore distilled water was used exclusively.
Another consideration was the amount of solution necessary for each
specimen to assure minimum waste. For the molds used, 500 ml. of solution was
found to be adequate for all situations.
The procedure adopted was as follows: AM-955 and distilled water
were mixed in a weight ratio of 0.07690:1 in large quantities. The monomer
was then filtered through a double layer of Oxford shirting in order to reduce,
as far as practically possible, the undissolved residue remaining in suspension.
At the qme of specimen preparation, 500 ml. of the previously prepared solution
,c.' .:. ':-ii' .,~~ •.?
was tapped from the reservoir, and at time zero, 3.55 grams of each the,6i<;jltalyst',.. ;· ..
and the activator were added, and thoroughly mixed.
2. Molding of Specimens
Since relative density was one of the prime factors investigated, it
was necessary to mold the specimens of soil at various degrees of compactness.
In order to eliminate local failures due to pockets of material of density
states dissimilar than the overall sample, it was necessary that each particular
sample have the same degree of compactness throughout its volume.
In order to assure replication of results, special molds were con-
structed for this program. Each mold consisted of a three-inch diameter split
lucite tube, held together by brass stud bolts clamping top and bottom lucite
plates. A detachable top collar was provided to eliminate possible changes
in density at the top of the sample.
A photograph of a disassembled mold is shown in Figure 24,
FIGURE 24
DISASSEMBLED MOLD
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A photograph of an assembled mold is shown in Figure 25.
FIGURE 25
ASSEMBLED M:>LD
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The first step in preparing samples for the dense state was to pour
approximately two inches of .solution into the assembled mold, Next, the soil
to be .compacted was placed in the mold to a depth of about one-half inch,
with care, so that there were minimal air voids in the sand-solution. mixture.
The layer of soil on the bottom was then compacted by vibration, using ,a
"Burgess Vibro-Tool " fitted with a two-inch diameter fooL The application
of the "Vibro-Tool lI was a function .of the operator, j;,eing ,based .on the con-
sistency of results of a large series of preliminary compaction tests. This
prQcess was continued by the addition of solution ,and one-half inch layers
of soil until the level of the soil in the assembled mold was at least one
inch above the predetermined elevation of the trirmned sample.
The formation of the loose state started by pouring ,approximately
two inches of solution ,in the assembled mold. Soil was then &ently and slowly
dropped.into the mold from the top. This was done,either by means of a funnel
in which case the top is kept just ~bove the level of the solution, or by
slowly shaking .soil from a spoon held over the top of the mold. Employing
either methpd, the level of the solution ,was continuously kept about two
inches above the level of the soil. The process of adding fluid and soil
was continued until the level of the specimen was at least one inch above the
final elevation of the sample.
,A photograph of the compaction devices, along with a partially
compacted specimen, is shown in Figure 26,
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FIGURE 26
COMPACTION DEVICES
Specimens to be compacted in intermediate density states were first
formed in the loose condition. The desired relative density was then obtained
by imparting impact energy to the assembled mold and contents. This energy was
induced by blows from a wooden mallet applied evenly in number and intensity to
both the base and the collar plates of the assembled mold. The degree of relative
density was controlled by the number and intensity of the applied blows. While
it was realized that the above procedure would not guarantee a specimen 'at ahy
particular density state, or even in a state of uniform density, enough tests
were performed to enable the recognition and subsequent discarding of samples
that failed in localized regions of the specimens.
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30 Trimming and aandling of Specimens
After the gel had formed, the top portion .of the mold and the collar
were-removedo .The,cSpecimen then had about one and one-half inches of soil-gel
. mixture-protruding·-above the~ldo This portion was trimmed carefully with a
feathered-edge knife,outting.away pieces only, until .the specimen was exactly
flush with the top of the molq .. final screedingwas performed with a fine
hacksaw blade.. Thesplitmol4 was then removed and the specimen weighedo If
the test was to be a triaxial compression test, the sample was then fitted
with a rubber sleeve and compression .heads, with extreme care, but by use of
standard techniques. For either the unconfined or triaxial compression tests,
the mold was then replaced and was not removed until the stabilized sample
was placed in the testing machineo In this manner loss of weight by evaporation,
and disturbance effects, were minimized.
4. Unconfined Compression Tests
All compression tests were performed on a Tinius Olsen Electomatic
Universal Tes·ting,Machine. Prior to testing, the machine was .calibratedwith
regard to accuracy of weighing system, and precision of strain-rates. In the
region of the applied loads, the machine was found to be accurate toone-quarter
of a pound, or.within 0005%, of the lowest ultimate loado .The precision of the
strain-rates used was within l%of the rated velocityo The compression tests
were per: formed at a predetermined strain ,rate '. the load .recording-being started
after a seating load of ten pounds, .or 00102 tsf .. of normal stress.
A photograph of the specimen .under test is shown in Figure 270
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FIGURE 27
UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TEST OF STABILIZED SOIL
A photograph of the testing machine in operation is shown in Figure 28.
FIGURE 28
STABILIZED SAMPLE IN TESTING ~CHINE
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5•. Triaxial Compression Tests
The triaxial compression tests were also performed on the Tinius
Olsen Universal Testing .Machine used for the unconfined compression tests.
The pressure chamber used was from a Ho&entogler TriaxialCompression.Machine.
The triaxial test.was a strain~controlled closed system test .. A sketch of the
test apparatus is shown in Figure 29.
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Lateral pressure was applied to the specimen via a glycering medium.
Two lateral pressure gages were included in the system, the first on the chamber
directly, and the second on the control. Both gages were used as checks on the
system. A photograph of the triaxial setup is shown in Figure 30.
FIGURE 30
TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST
OF STABILIZED SOIL
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60 Relaxation and Load-Reload Tests
The relaxation tests were performed on the equipment usual to .this
study. The test procedure was to raise the strain to a predetermined level
and thento.stop the machine, holding the strain constant, butmeasuri~g .the
relation between time and load.
The load-reload tests were performed by reversing the direction o·f
the movable head of the testing .machine at the same strain-rate ~ndrecord­
ing the 10ad-defQrmationcharacteristicso
<'
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E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental r-esult.s r-eported inthi-s section include the re-
suIts of the unconfined and triaxial compression tests, the study of strain
rate effects, the regression analysis of these tes ts. In addit:rort··;··>the re-
, .~ -, "
sttl ts of~tnepi1otJelazationand''"1oad-unload are repox:.ted.
1. UNCONFINED COMPRESSION STRENGTH
Unconfined compression tests of stabilized soil were run on all
soil groups at various relative densities. typical stress-strain curves for
the various soils considered are shown in Figures 3la through3le, for tests
run at 0.05 in/min.
A least square fit of the data was made, relating the unconfined
compression strength with the relative density of the soil. The first attempt
at this fit was made fitting a third-degree polynomial to the data. The co-
efficients for the second and third-degree terms were so close to zero that
it was apparent that the relationship was linear. On this basis, future test-
ing was performed only at the extreme relative density states, postulating
that the linearity was maintained.
The regression lines of the unconfined compression strength versus
the relative density for all five soil groups is shown in Figure 32.
2. EFFECT OF STRAIN-RATE
The effects of strain-rate on the strength of soils is well-known.
In some instances this effect may alter the results of a given test by as
much as twenty per cent. Although this study did not have, as one of its
original purposes the study of these effects, a limited series of pilot un-
confined compression tests on soil B were performed to ascertain if there was a
significant effect. These tests were performed at the relative density ex-
tremities and are presented in Figure 33.
30 TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS
Closed system triaxial compression tests were run on all soils,
by strain-controlled testing.. The strain rate for these tests-was 0.05
in/min. The tests were run~tthe extremes of the density states, presuming
.the linearity of the strength-relative density relation, and were performed
at two different lateral pressures (03)' these being 20 and 40 psi.
A comparison of the stress-strain curves for each extreme density
state at various lateral pressures, for a particular soil, .is shown in
Figures 34a and 34bo
Linear regression curves for all soil groups relating ,the relative
density ,and the strength (01 - 03)max for each lateral pressure are pre-
sentedinFigures 35a thtough.35e.
4. RELAXATION.::TESTS
Two pilot unconfined compression relaxation tests were r;un on soil B·
These tests were, run at zeroa:nd 100% relative densities, respectively. , The
resul:ts of these tes tsin' tel'rns .ofstress':'time, ands train- time 'relations; are
presented. in Figures-36aand'36b.·
50 LOAD-UNLOAD-RELOAD TESTS
Two pilot unconfined compression 10ad<'unload~reloadtestswere per-
formed on soil Bo These tests were run at a strain rate of 0.05 in/min. and
were run for zero and 100% relative density,respectively. The stress-strain
results of these tests are shown inFigures37a and 37b.
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F. INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS
The interpretation of the results of this experimentation are based
on the theoretical and .statistical hypotheses and the observed behavior.
1. RELATIVE DENSITY",",
The theoretical hypothesis regarding ,the relation of shearing
strength and relative density stated that a significant functional dependancy
exis.ted. .The truth of .this hypothesis was borne outhy the analysis of the
test results. In the first instance the linearity was in question. A tqirp
degree polynomial was fitted to the unconfined compression test data. The
only significant terms in .the ,resulting expression were the lineal'terms.,
. Tentatively it was then decided to fit a linear regression line to the data
and .todetermine the statistical confidence limits for this fi t. The results
of this analysis are presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4
STATISTICAL LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS ,OF UNCONFINED
COMPRESSION ,STRENGTH VERSUS .RELATIVEDENSITY .
Conficlence Confidence
Limits Limits
Sample SE(psi) m(psi) on m O"E(psi) on O"E(psi) r
A· 1.95 L29- 0.95 3.56 0.95 0.985
"
B 3.04 2.14 Q.95 5.75 0.95 0.965
"
C 3.48 2.62 0.95 6.94 0.95 0.992
D 3.08 1.94 0.95 .5.43 0.95 0.994
.E 2.71 2.04 0.95 5.39 0.95 0.987
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In Table 4 the meaning .of the terms is as follows:
. S = Standard deviation of the strength based on the test regression line.E
m =Variation of the population.regression line from the test regression
.line within the confidence limits sets.
O"E ::·'Standarddeviation of the population based on the population regression
within the confidence limits specified.
r = Correlation .coefficient.
The linearity of the relation .between strength and relative density
for unconfined compression is proven by the nearness of the correlation co-
efficient to unity. Figures 38athrough 38e present this information in terms
of the population limits of the regression. The inner bands of these figures
give the limits, within .the specified confidences, for which .a.regression line
may be drawn for any collection of data. The ollter bands proscribe the con-
fidence limits for prediction of data points.
Although a regression analysis was performed on the triaxial tests
results, the number of tests was not sufficiently large to .complete a usable
statistical analysis. The regression was based on .anassumption .of linearity .
.Since the phenomena being .studied is the same, and since the relationship at
one extreme has been proven to be linear, it is therefore logical to presume
linearity throughout .the entire range.
Figures 35athrough 35e indicate that the slope of the strength
relative density relation changes with changes in the lateral pressure. The
magnitude of this change is so great as to be outside the statistical limits
of behavior. An additional significant fact is that with increasing .lateral
pressure the slope increases .. A t4ird factor is the general closeness of
-80
'results in the zero percent .relative density state for soils A, B, C, andD.
This is indicative o·f. the change in behavior as a func tion of relative deIl:si ty.
In the loose state the behavior of stabilized soil is less dependent on soil
. . . I .
type and lateral pressure than unstabilized soil. Thus it would seem that in
this state the strength of the system is basically the strength of the gel.
This interpretation will be further strengthened by the analysis of the failure
criteria. The strength of the mass.in the dense state depends very largely
on the strength ·of the soil and thus the confining pressure will greatly in-
crease the strength, due to the imposed restraint forces. The difference
between soils A, B, C, D and Soil E is a gradation effect which is analyzed
ina subsequent section of this report.
2•. STRAIN RATE .EFFECTS
The effect o£-strairi.. r::ate .on the. unconfined co~pressiUn strength
equipment available for use in this program was 0.025 in/min. Within the
strain-rates tested the maximum mean variation was less than 4 psi. This
variation is about 1/2 of a standard deviation from the mean or within the
40% confidence interval. On this basis i tcan be clearly established that
for ~train-rates greater than 0.025 in/min there is no eff~ctof strain-rate
on unconfined compression strength. Much soil testing.is done at a strain-
rate of 0.02 in/min and slower. Many cohesive soils show decided reduction
in strength with lower speeds. The trend in this direction is indicated in
Figure 33.. The equipment limitations of this study were such that no inter-
pretations in addition to the above can be made.
It is reasonable to presume that the confined compression tests
will exhibit strain.rate effects similar to the unconfined state. The strain-
rate effect, if any is an internal response and the impositionofext~rnal
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con.di.tions,while possibly altering t~ ~gnit.udes-Qf internal responses will
~ot change the basic character of this response,
3. FAILURECONDITIONS
The hypothesis on the f-rllure crtteriawas thatit1~:rr?-ral~fa;ilure>,
followed the Mohr cri teriaan.dtheMohr-Coulombcri teria specifically, These
criteria are presented in Figures 39a through 3ge" These figures were con-
structedby.constructing ,the envelope of the three failure circles tested.
As noted the failure envelope is linear which implies that the Mohr-Coulomb
criteria is satisfied. The fail~recriteria departs from the well-established
criteria in, two distinct areas. In the first instance , the angle of internal
friction for the soils in the loose state is decreased from the unstabilized'
state, from a range of from 28 to 34 degrees to a range of 8.5 to 24 degrees.
. . .
. Excluding soilE, the range of internal friction angle had as its upper limit
17.5 degrees, This is a substantial reduction in the internal friction of
the system of stabilized soil as against the unstabilized state. The lessen-
ing .of the soil influence on behavior is once more apparent. The fact that
Soil. Edeparts from this criteria in terms of magnitude only so.ftei].s the
statement of effect, and adds another in terms of gradation, The,factor of
gradation will be interpreted separately. In the dense state the angle of
internal friction is that of the parent .soilalone, or so little different as
to be of little eonsequence-. Thus, it can be said that the gel does not ef-
fectthe internal friction of the system in the dense state.
_Another alteration of behavior by the addition .ofstabilizer is the
introduction of internal tension ("cohesion") into the systemo .While this
internal tension is small in magnitude never exceeding loS tsf and going .as
low as 0.5tsf, it has a decided influence strengthening .the system.
The difference in failure behavior in the loose and dense state is
shown in Figure 40.
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FIGURE 40
FAILURE OF STABILIZED SOIL
~hedensestate is 'characteristic of an intergranular fracture at
a.definite an~le. The loose state is more complex, starting with a split due
to the Poisson effect, and then developing ,to a fail~r.e along.a plane of shear.
In dense state, the gel content is at a minimum and the mechanism of failure
,is frictional, grain-to-grain. The loose state, however, contains more voids,
filled .with gel, and the failure is more a failure of the gel than in the
dense state. > Extrapolating ,to the gel without soil" the failure should be
a split along ,the weakest system of cross-links.
4. INgLUENCE OF SOIL PROPERTIES
The ,check of validity of the hypothesis concerning the effect of
,soil properties and strength ,were based on a statistical analysis of groups
for soils with common characteristics. The hypotheses of this investigation
stated that the mean grain size and the range of grain sizes were a significant
factor in the strength of' the stabilized soiL To te.st ,this hypothesiSe five
...
~ils were used of'which ;three were of different mean grain size and three
were of differing range of sizes. This test was performed on the unconfined
.::;trength on the assumption that a similar interpretation.is true for the con-
fined strengths. The statistical analysis is shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
-S-TATISTICAl.. REGRESSIONANALYSIS OF lJ]i!CONFINED
COMPRESSION STRENG'£.H'VERSU&'RELATIVK"DENSITY FOR.SOIL GROUPS
_._--.".~-¥-_.~--- - .-
Sample SE (psi) DR (%) n
ABCDE 9.3 0-100 56
ABC 1105 0-100 33
BDE 4.4 0-100 34
ABC 2,,68 0-36 13
ABC 15.96 94-100 6
BDE 3.85 0-36 12
BDE 3.83 91-100 9
Of the above groupings"ABC represents the test of the fineness or;
the soil, .while BDE represents the test of the range of sizes in a given ,soil.
These statistics are most revealing in.theirinterpretation. The
r~asoning .behindthis statistical .test is as follows: The measure ofsignifi-
cance of a single variable being .tested is reflected in the dispersion of the
data taken over this variable .. Thus, if the dispersion, as measured by the
standard deviation, is small, the test fails and the variable being ,investi-
gated has in fact, no significance. The'converse on success of the testis
that, if the standard deviation is large, then the test states that the
variable being tested is in facta variable. The values in Table 5 point up
this test in both ways. The collection of data on the full range of BDEsoils
indicates a population standard deviation less than any of .the soils themselves.
This indicates that there is no influence on strength accruing from range of
grain sizes.
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In order to determine the influences in the loose and dense states
of range of sizes, the data was broken down to these relative density states
and analyzed. independently. The results taken on face. value would confirm
the previous ~nterpretationof the independence of the r~nge of grain size
as a measure of streqgth. The sample size for thi.s analys:ts was quite small,
;
..
and the results of soils B andD biased the results of soil .:ij:~, An examination
of Figures 32 and 3ge indicates that at 0% .relative density, soil Eshowed
significqntly different strengths andfai.1ure condi.tions than all the other.
This would indicate that the soil gradati.on ha,s an influence, but only after
a definite lower limit. Thus the gradation does have an effect on the
strength, but only for the better graded soils. The qetter graded soils
will insure grain-to-grain contacts and thus, in this state, the strengths
of the stabilized mass will be partially due to the soil and partially due
to the gel. The analysis indicates that for the gradations measured, at
100%.relative density, the effect of gradation~ is at best, small.
Using .. the same statistical test for the effect of fineness of the
soil, interpretations are possible. In the first place, in the loose state,
tl1esmall value of the standard deviation indicates that the strength is
independent of the fineness. The reason for this phenomenon .concerns the
manner of failure in the loose state, that being through .the gel. The
large deviation in ,the dense states indicates that: the. wetted surface is of
predominate importance and the fineness is a highly significant feature of the
strength criteria. In general, the relative magnitudes of the deviations for
the fineness measure and .the gradation indicate that the finess is the more
significant feature of the strength.. This interpretation should be approach-
ed with caution, since the more poorly graded soils t~endto bias the statistics .
With regard to the relation of the soil properties vs. the strength
at 100% .relative density, the results are somewhat different than would be
expected of the unstabilized soil. The strength increases with the decrease
in fineness (DSO) , all other variables being constant. The soil itself ex=
hibits a certain strength, due predominately, to the frictional resistance
preventing grain slip. The introduction of the gel introduces internal
.tensilestresses holding .the grai~s together, .and raises the level of friction-
al slip. The gel performs this action by coating .the grains of soiL and .fi11-
ing the voids, If, however, the void spaces ar~ large, failure will qccur
within .the gel, and the binding .mechanism will be secondaryo Thus the
coarser soils, with larger voidspaces,result in lower strengths than the
finer soils containing smaller voids,
5, MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
The mechanical behavior of any material body is generally expressed
in terms of relationships of the mechanical and thermodyn.amical variables. The
behavior is determined by observation and measure.din terms of the exchange of
mechanical energy and the tra~sformation,of mechanical energy into ,thermal
energy. Thus the mechanical properties of a material can be described by the
fundamental laws of thermodynamics, by functionally relating the thermodynamical
.characteristics, and the mechanical variables afforce and displaceI!lent. The
relationships between the mechanical .and thermodynamical variables are called
equations of state,
The existence of an equation of state implies that the momentary
response of a system depends only on the momentary impositions on .the system,
and the time derivatives of that imposition, If an equation of state exists,
then the previous history of the system is of no consequence, This principle
is also ,completely valid for isothermal conditions, in .which the existing .re-
I 'h' b h 'I . bl (23)at10ns 1pS are etY{een.mec an1ca var1a es ,
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The importance of determining if a mechanical equation of state
exists is obvious. If such an equation exists, then the e.xpected behavior
under adverse tes·tingprocedures could be d.e.rived from t4e results of a group
of easily performable tests. Consider, as a simple example, the influence of
very low strain-rates on the stress-~train.behavior.Withoutan equation of
state, complete series of tests mu.st be run at all rates in question to de.-
termine behavior. This procedure is very long, and tedious. If an equation
of state existed, then the strain-rates .couldbe altereddu.ring ,the test and
the instantaneous change in response will define the behavior,
The above example can be us~d in .theconverse to ascertain if a
mechanical equation of state exists, The load-unload-reload stress-strain
curves in Figures 37a and 37bwere performed to test the existence of amech-
anical equation of state. T4e fact that, in these tests permanent deformation
after complete dropoff of stress was a functiqn of the strain level at which
reversal began is positive proof that a general mechanical equation of state
does not exist, This does not mean that a limited equation of state may not
·exist for particular mechanical phenomena not subject to study.. For example,
no investigation was made on .the influences; of stress-rate for stress controlled
testing, and thus it is hypothetically conceivable that this phenomena may be
amenable to the existence of'":klimitedmechan~calequation of state.
The pilot relaxation tests were not completely successful, iil that
the equipment used was notprec~se enough. The form of the phenomena as .shown
in Figures 36a and 36b, however, will give general indications of the type of
behavior. The general form of the relaxation curves is such as to indicate
that a Maxwell relaxation model can be fitted to the phenomena.
The introductionof~~955, or any adhesive chemical, .into a soil
will affect the internal system'in two w~ys. In the first instance the gel
will become a filler material which, depending .on the relative density of
the soil, may approach a .continuous matrix. The.secolO.d method in--which the
gel influences behavior is the imposition of internal tensions.
The internal tensions for a fully saturated newly gelled soil
eminatefrom two actions. The first of these actions is the chemical ad-
hesion Qetween chemical and soil particle, and the second in the tensile
bond forces within the ploymer itself. > The microphotographs in Figure 41
are of one of the soils (soil B) innnediately aft:er gellation. .'-rhe reflected
highlights indicate the coating .of grains of the stabilizer.
The magnitude of the internal tensions are dependent on the re-
lative density of the soils. The denser a given .soil, the closer the grains.
The closer the particles, the shorter the chemical bonding links between
grains and thus these links .willbe stronger.
The fineness of the soil will influence the relative magnitudes of
the adhesive bonding links. The soil fineness will be inversely proportional
to the amount of adhesive surface avai~able and thus inversely proportional
to the internal tension available.
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Scale: 1" = 0.625 tmn.
FIGURE 41
MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS OF STABILIZED SOIL
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The effects·· of the gradation on the internal tension forces are
governed by the coarser fractions. The greater percentage of the coarser
fractions the smaller the available adhesive grain surface and the smaller
theiqternal tension ..
.Examination of the ~tress-strain curves of the five stabilized
soils at various relative densities indicate that the vertical strain at
the maximum load increases with a decrease in the relative densities. In
.the dense state the grain compliance is such that there will be small de-
i
formations prior to slip, and maximum load. In the loose state,the par-
ticles are not held so closely together, so that more slip will be permit-:-
ted before failure, and thus more deformation.
The effect of confining pressure on the stress~strainproperties
is to increase the strength and the vertical strain at maximum stress.
This is simply the mechanical effect due to the external boundarycondi-
tions strengthening the entire system.
The general stress-strain relations indicate a non"linearity and
a time-dependency.. Thus the stress~strain relations cannot be consid~red
elastic. The early portions of the .curve show a higher degree of linearity
than the portions at relatively high strain. In this early stage the in-
ternal tensions tend to hold the grains in contact, and the result is a
particle deformation, which is predominately elastic.. Since the before-test
condition may not have full grain contact, the initial behavior acts to
bring .the grains into.contact,whichaccounts for the initial con,cavity of the
stress-strain curve. The behavior immediately prior to failure is one in
which the grains incur friction slip, resulting in non-recoverable strain.
The effect of the friction slip on the stress1strain properties is more
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pronounced in the dense state due to the greater particle compliance. This
effect is shown by the large permanent deformations resulting .froma load-
unload cycle ata small percentage of the maximum .strain. Although no
creep tests were performed, it can be presumed that the stabilized soil
will undergo a creep deformation.
A mechanical model of behavior must consider three basic
properties. The first property is the slip phenomena, which can be re-
presented by a.Coulomb element•. The second property is the vi~cosity of
the system as influenced by the !?ielwhich will be modeled by a dash-pot.
The third element is the elastic action .of particle compliance, modeled
bY,a spring. A general model is postulated in Figure 42.
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-FIGURE 42
MECHANlCALSTRESS-STRAIN-TlMEMODEL
FOR· STABILIZED SOIL
This model consists of three distinct elements .. Element (1)
consists of a spring, dashpot, and friction element, in series. This is
the relaxation element and the non-recoverable slip .element.
The second element is the creep element consisting of a Kelvin
model. The third element is the viscous friction element consisting ,of a
friction unit and viscous unit in parallel.
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G. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the previous theoretical analysis, experimentation,
statistical analysis, and interpretations, certain conclusions can be
drawn. Many of these conclusions are more general than the particular
study,_ and apply to the mechanisms of behavior of granular soils when
treated with any adhesive chemical. The differences between the general
and the particular study of AM-955 ,are in the magn~tudes of results.
The conclusions of this study of the mecha~ical behavior of
granular soils when treated with AM-955 in the early stage of gelation
are:
(1) The ~trength nf the stabilized ,soil in the loose state is
fundamentally governed by the &el and only slightly modified by the
strength of the soil.
(2) The strength nf the stabilized soil in ,the dense state is
fundamentally governed by the soil and only slightly modified by the
strength of the gel,
(3) The effect of the stabilizer is that of introducing internal
tensions in the stabilized mass,
(4) The angle of internal friction in the dense state for
stabilized soil is of the same magnitude as for the unstabilized mass,
(5) The angle of internal friction in the loose state of a
stabilized mass is markedly reduced from its unstabilized value.
(6) The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion for the stabilized
mass is valid.
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(7) In the loose state, the strength of the stabilized mass is
independent of the fineness oftqe soil.
(8) In the dense state, the strength of the stabilized mass is
dependent on the fineness, and increases with the fineness of the soiL
(9) In the loose state, the strength of the stabilized mass
will be I!l()dified by the gradation for size ranges greater thana limiting
,value. The better the gradation, the greater the strength.
(10) In the dense state, the strength of the stabilized soil
will be relatively indepenqentof the gradation.
(11) The fineness of the soil is relatively more important than
the gradation in terms of the strength of the stabilized soil.
(12) There is no effect of strain-rate on the strength of the
stabilized soil for strain rates greater than/or equal to 0.025 in/min.
(13) A general mechanical equation of state does not exist for
soil stabilized with AM-955 , and thus the full range of behavior can only
be determined by testing over the full range.
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